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Lab #12: Nulling Filter for Electro-Cardiogram (ECG) Signals

Date: 25–28 April 2005

The Warm-up section of each lab must be completed during your assigned Lab time. After completing
the warm-up section, turn in the verification sheet to your TA. No lab report is required.

1 Warm-up: Introduction

A common heart test is an electrocardiogram which records electrical activity that changes during the cardiac
cycle. Metal electrodes placed at several locations on the body ”pick up” these cardiac electrical signals.
Unfortunately, these electrodes also pick up signals from other electrical sources, most notably the 60-Hz
power signal (or 50-Hz in some other countries). The objective of this short lab is to show that you can
remove a sinusoidal interference from a corrupted ECG signal, and produce a cleaned-up signal. This will
tap into your new skills as an accomplished ”filter designer.”

1.1 IIR Notch Filters

An IIR notch filters will null out one frequency, while having a frequency response that is relatively flat
across the rest of the frequency band. It can be obtained with one complex zero pair and one complex pole
pair.

Zeros at e± jθ Poles at re± jθ

where r is a number slightly less than one. You can use PeZ to exhibit a typical frequency response for a
notch filter, e.g., select r = 0.95 and θ = π/4.

1.2 Notch Filter Removes Sinusoidal Interference

The ECG signal (plus interference) will be generated by the MATLAB function ECGmake.p. The output of
this function will depend on your gtxxxx number—here is the calling template.

function [ecgsig,fs,fint] = ECGmake( gtstring, dur )
%
% ecgsig = vector of signal samples at fs samples/sec
% fint = frequency of the interfering sinusoid (near 50 or 60 Hz)
% gtstring = your gt number as a string, e.g., ’gtg555q’
% dur = duration of the signal (optional); default = 20 secs.
% (dur<0 gives interference-free ECG of length abs(dur))

(a) Run ECGmake and note the values for the sampling rate ( fs) and interference frequency ( fint).

(b) Design the notch filter by specifying its poles and zeros. Explain how the angle (θ) of the poles and
zeros is determined by the interference frequency ( fint) and the sampling rate ( fs). Draw the pole-zero
diagram on the verification sheet. Convert the poles and zeros to filter coefficients.

(c) Compute the frequency response of the notch filter, and plot the frequency response magnitude. Make
a sketch of what you see on the screen (no print out is needed).

(d) Apply the notch filter to the ECG signal and show that you can remove all the interference. Make a
two panel subplot comparing the signals “before” and “after” filtering. Show three or four periods of
the ECG at the same time in both signals.
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For each verification, be prepared to explain your answer and respond to other related questions
that the lab TA’s or professors might ask. Turn this page in at the end of your lab period.

Name: Date of Lab:

Part 1.2(a): Record the values of the sampling rate and interference frequency.
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Parts 1.2(b) and (c): Plot the poles and zeros of your notch filter on the z-plane grid above. In addition,
sketch the frequency response in the space to the right of the pole-zero plot. Use a frequency range of 0 to
fs/2.

Verified: Date/Time:

Part 1.2(b): List the filter coefficients of the IIR filter by filling in the IIR difference equation below.

Verified: Date/Time:

y[n] = y[n−1]+ y[n−2]+ x[n]+ x[n−1]+ x[n−2]

Part 1.2(d): Apply the notch filter to the ECG signal and show that you can remove all the interference.
Show the two panel subplot that compares the signals “before” and “after” filtering to your TA. Zoom in to
verify that all interference has been removed completely.

Verified: Date/Time:
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